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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

Today in the information age, computer has become a integral part of every body’s 

life. We use a computer to hear songs, read something, accessing information from the 

internet. We use computer everywhere. But the information access and computer 

handling has to be done with the mouse and android and by reading all the things 

present on the screen and then deciding what to do making it a visual process means 

we need eye sight to handle the information on the computer i.e. if we want to read 

news from the internet we have to first open a browser and then open a website to 

read news and then follow the links to read specific news. The decision making 

depends upon the eye sight and by reading everything that appears on the screen. So 

the computer and information age is not for the blind. The blind people cannot read 

the information and cannot view the mouse cursor to give command to the computer. 

They cannot access their mail and cannot send a mail. Thus the computer becomes a 

impractical thing for the blind people and information retrieval a tedious job. We are 

going to develop information retrieval toolkit for the blind and then transform the 

information into a Braille language for the blind people to read it and also keep a 

option of speech to read it. We are searching for a few things like how are we going to 

access the internet without a browser by using android smartphone. 

General Terms: The paper is based on the web and android based application and is 

mainly designed for the real time application use of the blind person. The algorithm 

which is used in the system is the flite algorithm 

Keywords: Text to Speech (TTS) System, Flite system, Mail Synchronization, Text 

Analysis. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

As Computer has become an integral part of our daily life. 

Much of the communication in today’s world takes place 

through the internet. Emails have become a norm of 

communicating with each other replacing letters completely. 

Even after other technologies such as social networking and 

others are also taking hold over the internet world; emails 

remains the most ubiquitous form of business 

communication.  

 

The number of worldwide email accounts continues to grow 

from over 4.1 billion accounts in 2014 to over 5.2 billion 

accounts by the end of 2018. This accounts to a total of 3% 

growth in emails access. Email is therefore considered the 

most pervasive form of communication in business world 

one of the major drawbacks that sets in is that accessing 

emails or on a whole any page on the internet requires a 

person to have visual capabilities. This means that a visually 

challenged person can in no way take the benefits of the 

facilities provided by the internet thus rendering the 

technology useless. Thus in order to make this technology 

useful for them also different technologies like automatic 

speech recognizer, text to speech and speech to text came 

into picture. Also Braille androids were made available. Yet 

these systems had some limitations in context to user 

friendliness as they could not give the 100% same response 

as a normal system does to a normal user. This is because 

using the above systems may require a lot of practice and 

hence difficulties will arise for the naïve user. Therefore we 

came up with this system which is called as a voice based 

email system which will work as an aid for the visually 

impaired people to use email facilities in a hassle free 

manner even if they are naïve to the system. The most 
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crucial aspect that we are considering while developing this 

system is that the users of this system need not have any 

basic information about the android shortcuts used or where 

the keys are located. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 
The pre dominant mail service can be used by only a normal 

person. HTML formatted emails are not created with 

accessibility in mind. For the visually challenged password 

is not secured in the email system. The visually challenged 

people cannot view the screen to read out the content, since 

all the web applications has been designed till date depends 

on the use of normal people. The existing mail service does 

not provide flexible access to the visually challenged people. 

Because they are in written format and there is no read out 

option to hear the mail that is received to their mail address. 

Despite we have screen readers to access the desktop 

application for the people who have that disability since 

they do not have application to access the web application. 

The main use of using the internet is to communicate with 

others and to interchange their information which is 

provided by email service. Still the existing system of mail 

service fails in providing the flexibility to the people in need. 

Due to these demerits in the current system, we can 

overcome that in the application we are going to develop 

and implement. 

 

Limitations: 

• The disables cannot use the normal mail system. 

• At present, visually challenged people only use the 

desktop applications. They may not be able to 

interact with the web based applications. 

 

Basically there are two popular systems which can be used 

by normal people rather than visually impaired person. 

Gmail, Yahoo - It is popularly used by normal person , each 

and every feature of this system is designed according to the 

need of normal person. There is no facility of sending and 

receiving voice mail. As well as we cannot record the voice. 

For performing input operation we have to use android, it is 

possible only for normal people but it is one of the hardest 

tasks for blind person. For selecting particular option you 

need to click on that particular option to access it. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 
In this we make the mail service interactive for the blind 

people. For privacy protection or authentication we use 

fingerprints. The input is presented with the help of the 

android, as a  and output for the input given to the user is by 

means of voice is used to access this service. Till now, only 

the normal user can access the web based application, but 

why the visually challenged may not because, they may rely 

upon others to interact with the web applications, but it is 

not safe. The information sent to the user may be 

confidential when they are relied upon other people they 

lose their privacy of usage. The main use of using the 

internet is to communicate with other people and to 

exchange their information which is provided by means of 

the email service. So in this project we are providing 

flexibility of the mail service to the inability people.  

The goal of this project was to develop an interactive email 

system for visually impaired person (i.e.) to make visually 

impaired feel as a normal user. Web application used for 

accessing the emails through internet by visually impaired 

user’s works on: 

 

1.  Text to speech synthesizer which converts the text 

format of the emails to synthesized speech. Predicting the 

correct intonation (how the pitch pattern or fundamental 

frequency changes during speech), stress and duration from 

the plain text is a challenging task. The prosodic features 

also depend on many aspects like the speaker characteristics 

(gender, age), emotions and meaning of the sentence 

(neutral, imperative or question). 

 

2. Mail Synchronization and Retrieval which 

synchronizes the application and retrieves the mails from 

the databases of the email server. Through this Web 

Application the Vision Impaired user can get a speech 

synthesized output of the mails in his inbox or can view his 

email using the magnifier option available. To compose 

emails he can give a input to the system by using the 

android phone. Adequate measures have been taken which 

makes this Application more effective. 

 

3.   TTS describes the interaction between the user and 

the system in the way of responding using android for the 

respective voice message 

 

 (TTS) is an advanced technology which allows a 

phone to interact with humans using android 

features. TTS allows user to interact with an email 

host system via a system android, after that users 

can easily service their own enquiries by listening 

to the TTS dialogue. 

 TTS systems generally respond with prerecorded or 

dynamically generated audio voice to further assist 

users on how to proceed. 

Objectives 

Is to implement an efficient user friendly mailing system 

using TTS and avoidance of android shortcuts which are 

difficult to remember. Continuous prompting so as to reduce 

cognitive load of user. 

Scope 

 Real time composition of textual mail through 

audio input. 

 Use of keywords to trigger particular mail related 

operations. 

 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
The text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis procedure consists of 

two main phases. The first is text analysis, in which the 

input text is translated into a phonetic or some other 

linguistic representation, and the second phase is the 

generation of speech waveform .The Speech Recognition 
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System is used to operate Text to Speech Synthesizer. 

Speech recognition is the translation of a raw audio signal 

into text as shown in Figure with accuracy as high as 

possible. The recognized text can be used further in a 

system or presented directly to the user as text. The main 

aim of Speech Recognition is that creating artificial models 

of human verbal communication, so that humans and 

machines can communicate with each other. 

 

Speech Recognition System:  The speech recognition 

systems can be divided into two main classes. The first one 

is the command and control type of system, where the 

system can interpret a predetermined, mostly very small set 

of words  or sentences ( isolated words). This controlling 

systems type of recognition is often used where specific 

words or phrases are used to start or activate different things 

in the system .The command and control - type of system is 

the interactive voice response systems. These are mostly 

used in call centers the caller  can give the voice request and 

get the information they need. The another type of system is 

dictation systems. This system recognize all (as many as 

possible) words that user is speaking from the continuous 

speech. These systems need a language model which serves 

same as the limited set of sentences in command and control 

types of systems. 

Requirement For Speech Recognition: A speech 

recognizer requires an acoustic model and preferably a 

language model to work. The acoustic model is the 

representation of different raw audio input signals and the 

mapping of these signals to phonemes. The phonemes can 

be mapped into the possible words, by having a dictionary 

which consist of a mapping between phonemes and written 

words. The language model contains rules of how the 

language to be recognized is organized, which basically 

consists of rules of how the words in the language can be 

ordered. Language models are used to limit the search space 

of the recognition, i.e. the most likely word sequences get 

highest priority. A language model can contain simple and 

strict rules of sequences of word which are recognized. 

Simple mode are mostly used for the command and control 

types of speech recognition systems, whereas statistical 

models are normally used for the dictation types of systems. 

By combination of the acoustic model and the language 

model, through the extraction of phonemes from the audio 

and using the language model to produce the most likely 

phrase from those phonemes, speech recognition is in work, 

where the feature vectors contain recognized features of the 

raw audio signal. Feature vectors in a certain order can be 

translated as phonemes. 

Fundamental Components For Speech Recognizer:  

 

  
Fig1: Basic idea of Speech recognition 

 

1.) Feature Extraction:  The raw audio signal is converted 

to a spectrum and a cepstrum, often using the Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) algorithm. This algorithm essentially 

converts the audio signal from the "time domain" to the 

"frequency domain". From the cepstrum, feature numbers 

are extracted and stored into feature vectors. The Fourier 

Transform is not used directly but instead the Perceptual 

Linear Prediction or Mel Frequency Cepstral is used. Both 

of these however work by calculating the feature numbers 

(vectors) from the audio signal in chunks. Each phoneme in 

a language consists of one or multiple feature vectors after 

one another. The feature vectors are stored in the acoustic 

model that represents different phonemes in a language. 

Using statistics, it is possible to produce a list of feature 

vectors fro m an input, and feature vectors can then be 

mapped to phonemes and words. 

2.) Statistical Model: The most common class of speech 

recognition makes use of statistical models, which means 

that the recognition process makes use of probabilistic 

methods .Having a statistical database over how different 

phonemes are normally structured and how a language is 

structured, it is possible to analyze the input signal to 

determine the most likely sequence of feature vectors and 

therefore also phonemes and words. This is carried out by 

using previous information about the input signal to 

determine the next state. 

3.) Language Models: A language model describes the 

legal sentences in a language, or how words in a language 

can be ordered to be part of the language. These are used to 

limit the search space of the recognizer. The recognizer 

would have to consider every possible word combination in 

the vocabulary without the language model. N-grams are 

very common in speech recognition and consist of all legal 

word sequences of length N which are allowed in the 

language. Each N-gram contains a probability that 

represents the probability that the N words in the N-gram 

are used in that order in the language. Grammar: A grammar 

is a type of language model, and consists of rules in which 

words can occur and is often implemented as a context- free 

grammar. A grammar can make use of word classifications, 

in which each word in the dictionary is classified as a verb, 

noun, and prepositions and so on. 

Fundamental Phases of TTS System:  

1.) Text Analysis and Text Detection: The Text Analysis 

is preprocessing part of TTS System which analyses the 

input text and organize into manageable list of words. It 

consists of abbreviations, numbers, acronyms and idiomatic 

and transforms the m into full text. Text detection is 

localizing the text areas from any kind of printed documents. 

2.) Text Normalization and Text Linearization: Text 

Normalization is the process of conversion of text to 

pronounceable form. Mostly the text normalization process 

is done for converting all letters of lowercase or upper case, 

accent mark , tore move punctuations, stop words and other 

diacritics from letters . The main phases of Text 

Normalization are Number converter, Abbreviation 

converter, Acronym converter, Word segmentation. 

3.) Prosodic Modeling and Intonation: The prosody is the 

combination of stress pattern, intonation and rhythm in a 

speech. The prosodic modeling describes the speaker's 

emotions. Intonation is a variation of speech while speaking. 
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Pitch is used as an intonation in all languages, to express 

happiness, to raise a question etc 

4.) Acoustic Processing: The speech should be spoken 

according to the voice characteristics of a person. 

Synthesized speech can be produced by concatenating 

pieces of recorded speech which are stored in a database. 

These systems differ in the size of the stored speech units; a 

system that stores phones (or diaphones) provides the 

largest output range, but may give low clarity. For specific 

applications, the storage of entire words or sentences useful 

for high- quality output. On other hand, a synthesizer can 

also incorporate a model of the vocal tract and other human 

voice characteristics to create a completely "synthetic" voice 

output. The quality of a speech synthesizer is decided by its 

naturalness to the human voice and by its ability to be 

understood clearly. An intelligible text-to-speech program 

very much helpful for people with visual impairments or 

reading disabilities to listen to the written works on a home 

computer. 

 

V. ALGORITHM 

 

There are two kinds of algorithms used for this system: 

 

Flite Algorithm  

Flite is a small, fast run-time synthesis library suitable for 

embedded systems and servers. Flite is designed as an 

alternative for Festival in applications where speed and size 

are important. Voices are built using the FestVox process 

may be compiled into efficient representations that can be 

linked against Flite to produce complete text-to-speech 

synthesizers. The Flite algorithm is much faster and much 

smaller than the equivalent Festival system. Flite is the core 

library. For synthesis, this library requires three further three 

parts to make a complete synthesizer. 

 

Language model:  providing phone set, tokenization rules, 

text analysis, prosodic structures etc. 

Lexicon: a pronunciation model including a lexicon and 

letter to sound rules for out of vocabulary words. 

Voice: A voice depends upon the primitives provided by the 

language model. The first two of these can be shared across 

voices of the same language. Each of this subsection are 

compiled into separate libraries. Each voice definition in 

Fest Vox includes specific tokenization rules and prosody 

rules. However, we can provide the basic tools. For basic 

diaphone voices for known languages and simple generic 

limited domain voices built using the FestVox build model. 

Each word in the lexicon is converted to a list of letters 

(plus part of speech) and held in a sorted table, and each 

entry has an index into a list of phones (with lexical stress 

marked on vowels). We exclude these entries from the list 

that our letter to sound rules get perfectly correct. The letter-

to-sound rules are built using CART techniques. We further 

minimize the generated CART trees as follows: each tree is 

treated as a finite state transducer whose arcs are labeled 

with the questions on the nodes of the CART tree plus their 

answers. We then use a standard FST minimization 

algorithm to reduce the FST, for merging much of the later 

states in the tree. 

 

Explanation: 

 

Acoustic Unit Inventory Creation: The given below 

details are considered in the following unit, 

i) Speech corpus: It work as the text of the person is 

recorded and the speech data of the particular person is 

transferred to the unit modeling as the sequence of the text 

is decided and for the further procedure. 

ii.) Unit Modeling: The particular data of the speech is 

transferred from the speech corpus. In the unit modeling the 

speech i.e sentences and the worst are separated from the 

complete speech of the blind person. 

iii.) Speech Segmentation: The particular words and the 

sentences are arranged in the particular order and passed to 

the unit selection. 

iv.) Unit Selection: The job of the unit selection to 

arranged the particular data with the personal data of the 

person . so that if in future the person send's the mail. We 

can add the future details with the recent details. 

 

Text - to - Speech (TTS): The given details are given 

below, 

i.) Text Processing: The libraries of the words and the 

sentences are stored in the text processing. 

ii.) Phone to Unit: The data of the speech is stored in 

ALU from which it is transferred to the phone from that 

words are being obtained from the text processing where the 

actual libraries of the words are being stored and the text 

format is prepared in the phone to unit section. 

iii.) Speech Synthesis:  It is the last procedure where 

your text format is particularly transferred to the person and 

the text format is prepared and mail is send .The rechecking 

of the words is also done. 

 

 

 

K-Means Algorithm : 

This k-mean algorithm for partitioning where each cluster’s 

center is represented by the value of the objects in the 

cluster 

• Input : k: the number of cluster 

 D: a data set containing n objects 

• Output: the set of i cluster. 

 

Method: 

  i.) arbitrarily choose k objects from D as the    initial 

cluster centers: 

  ii.) Repeat 

 iii.) Assign each object to the cluster to which the object 

is the most similar, based on the mean value of objects in 

the cluster. 

 iv.) Update the cluster means i.e. calculate the mean 

value of the objects for each cluster. 

 v.) until no changes. 

 

Desired Implication 

Implementation of our proposed system consists of 4 parts 

as follows, 

Text Analysis 

It explains the conversion of an ordinary plain text into its 

linguistic representation with its prosodic information and 
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this process is highly language dependent. This form of text 

analysis is classified into three subtasks as follows: 

 

1. Syntactic processing-It is done on the input text to 

acquire a phonetic transcription. During this 

process, the sentences contained in the text are 

divided into words and the numbers, abbreviations 

and acronyms are expanded. It is done with the help 

of regular grammar. Then the correct parts of 

speech categories are searched for each word in 

order to identify the probable classes depending on 

the contextual information of words using 

techniques such as neural networks, finite state 

automata or regression trees and classification. 

2. At once when the ambiguities in text are  sorted out, 

automatic determination of phonetic or linguistic 

transcription of that text is performed using either 

dictionary based or rule-based strategies. 

3. Predicting the correct intonation, stress and         

duration from the plain text is a challenging task. 

 

TTS/STT 

This module describes the interaction between the user and 

the system in the way of responding using android for the 

respective voice message. 

1. (TTS) is an advanced technology that permits a 

computer to interact with humans through android. TTS 

allows user to interact with an email host system via a 

system android, after that they can handle their own 

inquiries by listening to the TTS dialogue. TTS systems 

make its response through prerecorded or dynamically 

generated audio to further assist users on how to proceed. 

2. TTS applications can be used to control almost any 

function where the interface can be broken down into a 

series of simple interactions. TTS systems are 

implemented in the network are in order to service large 

call volumes. 

Authentication Module 

The authentication module describes the user authentication 

when they used to access their mail. To provide the security 

For the mail accessed by the blind we can use the fingerprint 

technique or the or directly updating the and scanning the 

particular current image and matching it with the updated 

one.  

Mail Synchronization Module 

Data synchronization technologies are designed to 

synchronize a single set of data between two or more device 

automatically copying changes back and forth the 

coordination of events to operate a system in unison. 

 

Advantages: 

• The disabilities of visually impaired can be 

thrashed. 

• Makes feel the disabled people as a normal user. 

• They can hear the recently received messages to 

the inbox. 

• They can give the input via android without the 

help of the other people. 

• The visually impaired people can advance from 

desktop application to the web based application. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Our project is efficient and an economical system, which 

allows a visually challenged to interact with a web based 

application and mobile based application, outlining the 

development and implementation of a real-time email 

interaction system for vision impaired. This project presents 

a system for visually challenged user interaction based on 

real time web applications. The aim of the project is all 

about checking the inbox for visually challenged in which 

the mail can be read through the voice recognizer only if 

when the user can select the mail. Voice mail architecture 

helps blind people to access e-mail Also in mobile 

application SMS can be read by system itself. It has been 

observed that nearly about 60% of total blind population 

across the world is present in INDIA. This paper, describe 

the voice mail architecture used by blind people to access E-

mail. This project will also reduce cognitive load taken by 

blind to remember and type characters using keyboard. It 

also helps handicapped and illiterate people. 
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